
Questions that a Councillor Can Ask of MLS on STR Bylaw: 

1. The principles of the bylaw are Availability and Affordability. 
2. Why is it that when STR is declining, vacancy rates are not improving? 

Why were vacancy rates rising when STR was rising (2016-2020)? 
3. Why does the MLS research ignore factors like population growth and 

historic housing supply trends when analyzing all the input factors 
Availability and Affordability? 

4. Why does the MLS research get basic facts wrong such as the 
Vacancy Rates from 2012-2020? 

5. How can it be that the MLS researcher shows that STR is now 

declining but he then says on the next page that it is increasing and 
hurting LTR? Is STR growing or declining - it can't be both? 

6. If vacancy rates are rising at the same time that STR is growing, where 
is the causal connection? Likewise, if STR is declining and vacancy 
rates are not improving then where is the causal link? Whether it is 
growing or declining, there is no causal link showing how STR impacts 
L TR availability or affordability. 



We have a housing crisis. 
There's an earthquake of population growth - you 

can blame Trudeau. 
There's obsolete zoning that's strangling supply. 

You can blame zoning on city councils from before 
you were born, and every one thereafter. 

But don't blame STR. 
STR is a scapegoat, a smokescreen for government 

policy failures that created the housing crisis. 



We are in favour of the principal residence rule. 



Ghost hotels - Get Rid of them! 



Ghost hotels - Get Rid of them! 



How did we get here? 
In 2019, Mr Wachsmuth reports 21,000 active STR 



He says 5500 will fail the principal residency test. 
And the result will be a vacancy rate twice as good. 

And rents going down down down. 



He gets paid by us to update in 2023. 
He says his advice restored 5100 units to Long 

Term Rentals. 
And he's cut STR by 80%, from 21,000 to under 

4,000. 



2019 (Before) 2019 Forecast 2023 (After) 

Vacancy: 3.4% Vacancy: 6.8% Vacancy: 1.I¾ 

Average Rent: $2,385 "Rents will decline." Average Rent: $2,908 

A 400°/o error on vacancy rates. 

But what about his 2019 Forecast? Why don't we 
get the availability and affordability he said this 

would deliver? 
It turns out he's off. Way off. Vacancies aren't 6.8. 

They're 1.7.That's a 400% error. 
Things are twice as bad, not twice as good. Rents 

go up not dow. 

Availability: 400% error on vacancy rates. 
Affordability: Rent Growth = 22% - 25% (CMHC}. 

It Fails: Even with 80% reduction in STR listings from 2019. (21,000 to 3,810 in 2023). 
It Fails: Even with adding 5,100 to LTR. 



Could the elephant in the room be the explanation? 
Mr. Wachsmuth can't see it. 



• • 

Shirt-term ind 11tdium-t11m 
rentals in th, City of Jaronla 

Markel Olld regulalory anaty,is 

Search "Population 
Growth Rate" but 
this factor is omitted. 

Search "Structural 
Supply Constraints" 
but this factor is 
omitted. 

Search "Historical 
Vacancy Rates" but 
this data is omitted. 

Wachsmuth can't see things like population growth 
rate, or structural supply constraints. 

And he has trouble finding a simple table of history 
vacancy rates to illustrate his narrative. 



Pr,or lo the Cov,d pondemoc, Toronto's housing 
marke1 had been under con.ideroble stress, w,th 
housing prices ond rents rising, and rental 
vacancy rates lolling. The po'ldemic ond the sh,11 
away from c, low-intere$1-rote mocroeconomy 
have complicaled the housing siluation in Toronto 
considerably, but the central fact ofToronto's 
housing market remains that the supply of 
housing is insufficient to meet demand. One 
possible e,cplonotion for bo•h the insufficient 
supply and elevated demand for housing in 
Toronto ,s the growlh on shar1-lerm rentals. Tourists 

are now able lo compete with residents for 
housing--<:1dding demand to the local housing 
market. And landlords c:,re now c:,ble to shift their 
properties out of the conventional housing market 
to become dedicc:,ted STRs and MTRs-reducing 
the supply of conventional housing. Research hos 
found that renting a housing unit on the STR 
market frequently offers landlords greater 
potential revenue than conventional leases 
(Wachsmuth & Weisler 20l 8), especially in transit
accessible neighborhoods (Deboosere et al. 
2019). Multiple studies have c:,lso found that 

His vacancy story is that rates were falling for 7 
years while unregulated STR mushroomed. 

But CMHC contradicts Mr Wachsmuth, it says rates 
were not falling. 

In fact leading up to 2020, CMHC shows vacancy 
rates were rising even as STR was fast rising. 
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Wachsmuth story is that as Unregulated STR 
mushroomed, Availability Fell for 8 years. 

But CMHC contradicts him: rates were not falling. 
The data shows that even as STR was rising fast, 

Availability was rising. 
It's because one does not measurably impact the 

other. 



Is Mr. Wachsmuth blind? 



Why is he blind to any major factors that housing 
economists measure all the time? 



Is Mr. Wachsmuth imagining things? 
Can he not see clearly? 



Wachsmuth examines no fundamental market 
factors or possible explanations. 

Except "the growth in short term rentals." 



But he has just told us there is a big DECLINE in 
STR to 2023. 

Is it Growing or Declining - he can't have it both 
ways. 

How can he now find it's Growing, and its growth is 
the only explanation he offers for the housing crisis. 

Recap: 1. Wachsmuth fails to deliver on his 2019 
forecast. 

2. Then, in 2023, Wachsmuth delivers glaring errors 
and omissions in his report. 

Please don't vote for something so misleading 
and unreliable. 
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